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The Theory of Shift-Registers* 
Z. GRODZKI 
College of Engineering, Lublin, Dqbrowshiego 13, Poland 
This paper is a continuation of the earlier Z. Grodzki's (1970a) and (1970b) 
papers and is related to the h-machines. A h-machine is a formal notion to 
which corresponds a physical object called shift-register. In the above- 
mentioned papers the fundamental properties of computations and of the sets 
of all computations of the k-machines were given. 
Let C~(C~ ) for h >~ 1 denote the set of all computations (infinite ones) 
of all h-machines defined in some nonempty set M (finite or infinite). The 
principal properties of the sets C~, Ck ~ and of the complement of the set 
U~l  Ci ~° are studied in this paper. 
Let DT~  for h >~ 1 denote the set of each set of computations of all h-machines 
of the class Ak defined in some finite nonempty set M and such that a transition 
function of every k-machine of the class A~ is total. 
It has been proved that the set U~--1 Di °~ is closed under union, intersection 
but is not closed under complement. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The  purpose  of this paper  is to give a mathemat ica l  character izat ion of
a class of objects, wh ich  are called shift-registers.  Every shift -register is a 
physical  object wh ich  consists of k cells (h >/ 1) jo ined as in the p icture 
below, where  symbols  of a nonempty  a lphabet  M (finite or infinite) may be 
put  in as of a funct ion  ~ of k a rguments  (a t rans i t ion funct ion).  
FIGURE I 
* All results of this paper are included in the author's doctoral thesis at the Institute 
of Mathematics of the Polish Academy of Sciences. 
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We shall call shift-register with k cells briefly k-register. The content of all 
h cells is called the state of this h-register. Every k-register works in the 
following way. The state of the h-register at a given moment p q- 1 (p  >/0) 
is determined by the state of this k-register at the moment p and results from 
(1) Shifting the content of m cell to the m@ 1 cell (1 ~<m <k)  
rightward 
(2) Putting the value of the transition function for the state of this 
h-register at the moment p in the first cell. 
Many technical applications of shift-registers are shown in G. Birkhoff 
and T. Bartee (1970) and other paper. For instance shift-registers are used 
in a radar or to track satellites and other space vehicles or as parts of counting 
machines. 
These applications imply building a theory of shift-registers. It  was a 
necessity to give a formal definition of shift-register. In the Birkhoff and 
Bartee's (1970) and Reed and Turn (1969) papers such formal definitions of 
shift-registers are given, but every paper mentioned above considers another 
special type of shift-register. 
To distinguish physical objects from formal notions for these objects we 
introduce new notions: a k-machine, computation of a k-machine and a set 
of computations of a h-machine, to which correspond, respectively, a 
h-register, a sequence generated by a h-register, and a set of sequences 
generated by a k-register. 
In this paper a notion of a h-machine introduced in Grodzki's (1970a) 
paper will be considered. In Grodzki (1970a) and (1970b), the properties 
of computations and of the sets of all computations have been studied. 
Only such notions of the above-mentioned papers will be discussed as 
are necessary to understand new results. 
In this paper some properties of the sets of all computations and of the 
set of all sets of computations of all h-machines defined in a nonempty set M 
(finite or infinite) will be investigated. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We use the word "number"  for "nonnegative integer number." The set 
of all such numbers is denoted by N and the empty set by ;~. The numbers 
are denoted by lower case Latin letters i, y, k, m, e, p, q, r, s. 
I f  M is a nonempty set (finite or infinite), then M* denotes the set of all 
sequences (finite and infinite) of the length greater than one, over M. Let us 
assume that the empty sequence A belongs to M*. M~° means the subset of Me 
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of all infinite sequences and M~n the subset of M* of all finite sequences. 
Nonempty subsets of M* are denoted by upper case Latin letters E, F, G, H 
(with or without subscripts). 
E _CF denotes that E is a subset o fF  and E CF  that E is a proper subset 
of Y. 
Sm(E) denotes the length of the shortest sequence in E if there are finite 
sequences in E or ~ otherwise. 
The cardinality of E is denoted by card(E); in particular, ~to, the cardinality 
of N. 
The elements of M are denoted by lower case Latin letters t, u, v, w, x, y, z 
(with or without subscripts) and nonempty sequences in M* by upper case 
Latin letters T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z (with or without subscripts). 
The elements of a sequence T are denoted by the letter t with subscripts 
in the following way: T = t 1 , t 2 ,... (similarly for the other letters U, V, W, 
X, Y ,Z) .  
l(T) denotes the number of elements (length) in the sequence T, if T is 
finite, or oo otherwise. 
A restricted sequence ti ,..., tj for every i,j, 1 ~ i ~ j  ~ l(T) is denoted 
by T ] i , j ' T [ i  denotes a sequence ti,...,t.~, if l (T )=m( i~m)  or an 
infinite sequence ti, ti+l ,... if T is infinite. 
A concatenation of the sequences T and U (l(T) < oo) is denoted by TU. 
The functions are denoted by lower case Greek letters /z, ~, ~0, ¢. The 
domain and the range of a function/z are denoted by D~ and R~, respectively. 
The symbols -7, v, ^, ~ ,  <:> denote the usual logical connectives and the 
symbols V, A are the abbreviations for "there exists" and "for every," 
respectively. 
3. BASIC NOTIONS 
DEFINITION l. Let k /> 1 be an arbitrary number. By a k-machine A~ 
we mean a pair (M, ep} where 9 : Mk --~ M is a partial function such that 
D ,~ ~.  
M is called a set of elementary states and 9 a transition function of A~. 
DEFINITION 2. Let Ak ~ (M, 9} for some k ~ 1 be an arbitrary 
k-machine. 
By a computation of A k we mean every sequence T ~ M* (finite or infinite) 
such that 
(1) Z(T) > k; 
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(2) t~+x : 9(t~_~+1 ,..., t~) for every number i, k ~ i < / (T ) ;  
(3) For every m > k, if l (T )  = m then T ]m-~+~,~ ~ D . 
I f  T ~ t 1 , t 2 ,... is a computation of Ak,  then every T Ii,i+k_ 1 for 
1 <~ i <~ l (T ) ,  h + 1 is called a state of this computation; in particular, 
t 1 ,..., t~ is the initial state. 
Remark. Notion of a k-machine as above is sufficiently general that it 
includes the case given in Definition 3 below and also the notions of Birkhoff 
and Bartee (1970) and of Reed and Turn (1969). 
DEFINITION 3. Let M be an arbitrary nonempty (finite or infinite) set 
and let h /> 1 be an arbitrary number. 
By a k-machine A~ we mean a triple <M, 9, ¢), where 9 : Mk -~ M is 
a partial function; ¢ : M 7~ ---> M k is a partial function such that D,  = D~, 
¢(x 1 ,..., x~) == x,- I ,..., xi~ for 1 ~< ij- ~< k. 
9 is called a transition function and ¢ a permutation function of A~. 
By a computation of Ak-----<M, 9, ¢> we mean every sequence 
T =- t 1 , t 2 ,... c M*  (finite or infinite) such that 
(1) l(T) > k; 
(2) For every i, 1 <~ i < I(T) we have ti+ x = 9(¢(t~_k+l ,..., ti)); 
(3) For every m > k, if l(T) = m then ¢(t~_k+ 1 ,..., t,~) ~ D o . 
The notions of a k-machine and computation of a k-machine given in 
Definitions 1 and 2 will be used in further considerations. 
DEFINITION 4. Let k /> 1 be an arbitrary number. A sequence T e M*  
of the length greater than k is said to be k-computation iff there exists a 
k-machine A k such that T is its computation. 
The set of all k-computations of M*  (infinite k-computations) will be 
co C co 
denoted by C~(Ck °~) and the sets (-)~=1 i(0i=l  Ci ~) by ff(ffoo). 
DEFINITION 5. By an empty machine A 0 we mean a pair (M, 9), where 
D~= 2~. 
DEFINITION 6. By a computation of the empty machine A 0 we mean 
the empty sequence A. 
For  the next considerations let k ~> 1 be an arbitrary number and let 
T, U be two sequences (finite or infinite) of the length greater than k of M*. 
643/2r/3-z 
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DEFINITION 7. A sequence T is said to be h-injective iff k is the smallest 
number of all numbers m such that T [.,~+rn-1 :/: T/q,q+,,-1 for every 
p,q,  1 ~p < q ~ l (T ) - -m+ 1. 
DEFINITION 8. An infinite sequence U is said to be k-hereditary iff the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) There are i , j ( i  :/: j) such that U li,i+1~-1 = U b,J+k-1 ; 
(2) For every m, n(m /> l, n ~ 1), if U I . . . .  +~-1 = U [~,~+k_l, then 
DEFINITION 9. An infinite sequence U is said to be k-cyclic iff the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) U is k-hereditary; 
(2) If k > l, then for every m, m < k there are the numbers p, q, 
p @ q such that U [,,~+m-a = U [q,q+qq¢--i and U [~+~,~+~ v ~ U [q+~,q+~. 
DEFINITION 10. Two sequences T and U are said to be k-dependent iff 
the following condition is satisfied: 
A A [T  Ii,J+k-~ ----- V I~.J+,~-i =>T I~+t/+~ 
i<~l(T)--k j~(T) - -k  
= U [J+~,j+k ^ I(T ]i) = I(U Ij)]. 
DEFINITION l l .  A set ECM*  such that Sm(E) >k  is said to be k- 
similar iff every two sequences T and U of E are k-dependent. 
DEFINITION 12. A set E C M* such that Sm(E) > k is said to be a set of 
computations iff there exists a k-machine -//k such that E is a set of all its 
computations. 
4. THE PROPERTIES OF k-CoMPUTATIONS AND OF THE SET 
OF ALL k-CoMPUTATIONS 
THEOREM 1. Let k ~ 1 be an arbitrary number. A sequence T ~ M*  of 
the length greater than k is a h-computation iff T is p-injective or p-cyclic, for 
some p, 1 ~ p ~ k. 
Proof of Theorem 1 in Grodzki's (1970a) paper is given. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let T ~ 34* be an arbitrary h-computation, for some k >~ 1. 
I f  there are T li,i+k-~ , T ]j,~+k-1 (i ~ j) such that T [i,i+k-1 ~ T lid+k-t, 
then T ]i+n,i+n+l~--I : T [j+n,j+n+/c-1 for every n ~ O. 
COROLLARY 2. Let T ~ M*  be an arbitrary finite k-computation for some 
h >/ 1. Then Tli,i+k_ 1 @ T I~.~+k_lforeveryi, j, 1 <~ i < j  <~ I(T) -- h -k 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Let M be an arbitrary set (finite or infinite) consisting at 
least two elements and let C,,~, C~(m < n) be two subsets of M*,  i.e., the sets 
of all m-computations and n-computations, respectively. 
Then for the sets C~ and C~ the following condition is satisfied: 
c~-Ecc~ 
where E : {T : ToM*  ^ I(T) <~ n}. 
COROLLARY 4. Let M be an arbitrary set such that card(M) ~> 2 and let 
Cm °~, Cn°~(m < n) be two subsets of M ~ of all infinite m-computations and 
n-computations, respectively. Then C~ ~ is a proper subset of C~ ~. 
DEFINITION 13. Let T be an arbitrary nonempty sequence of M*. 
An element a M is said to be a prime input into T (Notation: t -< T) iff 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) There exists i, 1 <~ i <~ l(T) such that t - T [i,i , 
(2) The number i for which the condition (1) is satisfied is minimal, 
i.e., for all j, 1 <~j <~ l(T) such that t = T Ij,J we have i ~<j. 
DEFINITION 14. A sequence T = t 1 ,..., t~(n > 1) of M* is said to be 
t-constant iff ti =- t for every i, 1 ~ i ~< n. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let M be an arbitrary nonempty set (finite or infinite) 
and let i, j be two numbers uch that 1 ~ i ~ j. Let C i and C~ denote the sets 
of all i-computations and j-computations of M *. For the car dinalities of C i and C ~ 
the following inequality is satisfied: 
(1) card(C/) ~ card(Cj). 
Proof. Let us consider an arbitrary nonempty set M (finite or infinite) 
and two arbitrary sets C i , C~ for i < j of all/-computations and j-compu- 
tations of M*. 
I f  M = {t}, then C i and C~ consists of the unique sequence T = t 1 , t2 ,... 
such that ti : t for every i ~ 1. Then we have card(C/) = card(Cs). 
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Now let us assume that card(M) > 1. Define a function 50 as follows: 
D+ = C~, ~o(T) = T when I(T) > j  and ~o(T) = TU when l(T) ~ j ,  where 
U is a u-constant sequence of the length j for some u ~ M such that u ~ T 
and u ~ T ll(r ) . We are going to prove that R~ C Cj.  Consider some T of 
C i . Theorem 1 implies an existence anumber p ~ i such that T is p-injective 
or p-cyclic. I f  l(T) > j  then ~o(T) ~ T~ Cj.  Suppose that l(T) ~ j .  Since 
T~ C i then there exists u EM such that u - (  T and u va T l z(r) • Then 
~o(T) isp-injective for somep ~ j. From Theorem 1 it follows that ~o(T) ~ Cj.  
it means that 
(2) n~c  c , .  
Since ~ is a one-to-one function, then from (2) it follows that the condition 
(1) of Proposition I is satisfied. Proposition 1 is proved. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be an arbitrary nonempty set (finite or infinite) and let 
Ci °~ for every i ~ 1 denote a set of all infinite i-computations of M% Let be 
o~ 
~o= Ui=l Ci% For the set E z M ~° -- ~o the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) I f  card(M) = 1, then card(E) = 0; 
(2) I f  2 ~ card(M) ~ ~to, then card(E) ~ ~o, 
(3) I f  card(M) ~ l%, then card(E) ~ card(M). 
Proof. Let M be a nonempty set. Consider three cases: 
(4) card(M) = 1; 
(5) 2 ~ card(M) < No ; 
(6) card(M) >~ ~0. 
Ad (4). It is obvious that M ~ and ff~o consist of the unique sequence 
T z t 1 , t 2 ,-.. such that ti ~- t ~ M. It means that card(E) -~ 0. 
Ad(5). Let x,y(x ~/=y) be two elements of Mand let Xn,  Yn(n ~ 1) 
denote the sequences x-constant and y-constant of the length n, respectively. 
Define a function ~o : N -~ M °~ as follows: 
~(n) = X~÷IYIX~÷~Y~ ,..., x~÷Jz~ ,... 
for every n ~ 0. It is easy to show that for every n ~ 0 there is no number 
k ~ 1 such that ~o(n) is k-injective or k-cyclic, then ~(n)~®.  Let 
o~ 
F = ~i=0 ~o(i). Since card(F) = ~0 and F_  E, card(E) ~ ~o- 
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Ad (6). Assume that card(M) >/1%. Define a total function ¢ : M--~ M °O 
as follows: ¢(x) = xg(0 ) for every x E M, where 9(0) was defined in the 
point (5). Since for the sequence 5o(0) there is no p /> 1 such that 9(0) is 
p-injective or p-cyclic, then for every x 6 M ¢(x) is not p-injective and is not 
p-cyclic. From Theorem 1 it follows that ¢(x)¢  ~ for every x ~ M. Let 
c = U ¢@" 
~M 
Since G C E and card(G) = card(M), then card(E) /> card(M). Theorem 2 
is proved. 
5. THE PROPERTIES OF THE SETS OF COMPUTATIONS AND OF THE SETS 
OF ALL SETS OF COMPUTATIONS 
THEOREM 3. A set E C M*  is a set of computations iff there exists k >/ 1 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) A~E(l(T) > k); 
(2) A~.~,~ A,<,cn-.~ (T I, s E); 
(3) E is k-similar. 
COROLLARY 4. Let E, FCM*  be two arbitrary sets of computations. 
Then an intersection E c3 F of the sets E and F is a set of computations. 
The proof of Theorem 3 in Grodzki's (1970b) paper is given. 1 
DEFINITION 15. Let T = t l ,  te ,... be an arbitrary cyclic sequence of M% 
By an initial set associated with T (Notation: In(T)) we mean a set: 
j ) l  I~)1 
V V A(U=Th,.^t~=t~..) t. V 
DEFINITION 16. Let T ~ M ~ be an arbitrary cyclic sequence. A sequence 
U a In(T)  (eventually empty) is said to be an initial segment of T i f f  the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
I In Grodzki's (1970b) paper the theorems about the union and difference of the 
sets of computations are proved. 
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(1) I f  A ~ In(T), then U = A 
(2) If A 6 In(T) then U is a nonempty shortest sequence in In(T). 
DEFINITION 17. Let us consider an arbitrary cyclic sequence T~ Moo. 
Let a sequence U be the initial segment of T of the length i, for some i >/0.  
A sequence V e M~n u M is said to be a cycle of T iff the following 
condition is satisfied: 
(1) There exists minimal j /~  1 such that for every k ~/0  we have 
V = T Ii+kj+l,i+(~+l)~ • 
From Definitions 15-17 the following corollaries follow immediately. 
COROLLARY 5. For every cyclic sequence T E Moo we have card(In(T)) = l%. 
COROLLARY 6. For every cyclic sequence T ~ M °~ there are exactly two 
sequences U, V E M~n such that U is the initial segment and V is the cycle of T. 
COROLLARY 7. For every two sequences U, V ~ Mr*in U M (V is a nonempty 
sequence) there exists the unique cyclic sequence T ~ M ~ of which U is the initial 
segment and V is the cycle. 
LEMMA 2. Let M be an arbitrary set such that 1 ~ card(M) < ~o and 
let T be an arbitrary k-computation of M ®, for some k >/ 1. Then there exists 
p, 1 ~ p ~ k such that T is p-cyclic. 
Proof of Lemma 2 immediately follows from Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let M be an arbitrary set such that 1 ~ card(M) < l% 
and let ~oo denote the set 
{E C M oO : E is a set of computations or E = {A}}. 
The set ~o~ is closed under union and intersection and is not closed under 
complement. 
Proof. Let us assume that 1 ~ card(M) < 110. Let E and F be two 
arbitrary elements of ~3o~. I f E n F =/: {A}, then from Corollary 4 it follows 
that E nF  is a set of computations. I f E nF  = {A}, then it is a set of 
computations of the empty machine. 
Now we are going to prove that E u F is a set of computations. It is 
sufficient to consider a case when E and F are the nonempty sets. From 
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Lemma 2 it follows that every sequence T of E u F is k-cyclic, for some 
h >/1. Define a total function ~r : E k) F -+ N as follows: rr(T) = l(U) + l(V), 
where U and V denote the initial segment and the cycle of T. Let a number 
h /> 1 be a greatest number of R~. Then E UF  is (k + l)-similar. Since E 
and F are sets of computations, then for E UF  the conditions (1) and (2) 
of Theorem 3 are satisfied. Then E k9 F is a set of computations. 
For the proof that ~3 * --  E is not a set of computations, observe that 
there is no q >/ 1 such that ~3 ~ --  E is q-similar. From Theorem 3 it follows 
that ~o~ _ E is not a set of computations. 
Theorem 4 is proved. 
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